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Our greatest fear is not that we are inadequate
Our greatest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure
It is our light, not our darkness that frightens us
We ask ourselves who am I to be so brilliant?
Actually who are you not to be?
You are a child of God
Your playing small doesn’t save the world
There is nothing enlightened about shrinking
So that other people won’t feel insecure around you
We were born to manifest the glory of God within us
It is not in some of us
It is in all of us
And as we let our own light shine
We unconsciously give other people
The permission to do the same
As we are liberated from our own fears
Our presence automatically liberates others
By Nelson Mandela
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This phase came along with experiences of extreme climatic changes. We faced one of the hottest
summers followed by heavy downpour. Many parts of North Gujarat faced floods. Vadodara also got
caught up with acute problem of water logging in various parts for two days leading to spread of
water borne diseases. Due to the man made pot holes two people lost their lives.
At the state level there was a rebel by their own ministers in ruling party BJP; their own minister
accepted his role in instigating communal carnage in 2002 on public media and another highest
police official of present government was charged for fake encounter. It’s a set back for the
government at the same time it diverts the attention of people from issues of day to day life struggles
like price hike of vegetables, edible oil, etc.
At local level the city also experienced quite some political and social dramas. This time, the
internationally known Faculty of Fine Arts of the M. S. University of Vadodara came under the attack
of the right wing fundamentalists. It was during the time when the faculty had organized one of its
internal jury exam exhibitions for the student’s assessment. The student was alleged for depicting
nude pictures of goddesses (Hindu and Christian). He was arrested, students and teachers were
abused and threatened and acting dean of the faculty was suspended. All academic work collapsed
for a month. Signature campaigns, mass protest, hunger strike, poster demonstrations, dialogue with
media have been done. Artists and activists across the country came together to the faculty and
protested. Despite of agitation by artist and activist fraternity for two months, University is not
withdrawing suspension order and not taking any action against the instigators of the episode. And
also only after 2 months for the first time in history of University Governor of Gujarat formed an
investigation committee that comprises of artists and academicians. University too has formed a
search committee based on whose report charges have been framed against teachers who
supported the agitation!
And to further instigate the issue, the perpetrators went about asking the artists to draw nude
pictures of Prophet Mohammed, a Muslim saint. Due to this, handful of Muslims took procession with
the photo of Osama Bin Laden. It led to tremendous tension in the city. Hindus and police called the
group as being anti nation. This was followed by police combing in Muslim dominated areas, atrocity
on Muslim women followed by communal tension in the city. This is a clear example of how the
different machineries of Law function, where one can see how the law was violated and power and
authority was used to suppress and deny the rights of all the ‘victims’ involved.
During this entire episode, Olakh actively supported students and teachers, expressed solidarity by
being part of agitation and also helped for local media coverage. We were also active partners for
fact finding in affected areas, released report to media, police and dialogued with senior police
officers on the same. Its pathetic as well as frustrating too as we feel our voices are hardly being
heard and justice is far away.
Further on as shared in the last 6 monthly reports that the Government continued with the demolition
drive for the city’s beatification through widening of roads by removal of slums. This has created
much panic in the lives of the poor slum dwellers as now the measures are carried out phase wise.
During this period (May 07), they started off with a slum near our office which is predominantly a
Muslim area and only few houses belong to the Hindus. As one of our team members, residing in
the same area expressed,
“My house was amongst the other 15 Hindu houses in the area. As the Muslim community
was totally angry on the authorities and also the Hindus, they went about carrying weapon
openly. They also burned down 3 Hindu houses as they were mad with rage. The situation
was filled with anguish and was unpredictable. I had tremendous fear that they might attack
my family members too, specially my brothers who had good relations with the neighbors. It
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is quite surprising to see all this as this was the first time that the Hindus in the area were
targeted by the Muslims as the area belonged to the city’s Mayor. Also the Muslims
suspecting the Hindus playing politics by changing the initial plan of demolition where the
entire area was to be brought down further annoyed the minority group. All this was adding
fuel in the already flaming fire”.
Then on one of the days (31st May 07) nearly 175 houses were pulled down by bulldozers. The sight
was one filled with sheer helplessness and misery of the residents (poor) who were struggling to
gather and get hold of all their lives wealth and belonging, whatsoever they could they hands on. It
was a scene of agony, distress and hopelessness as the affected had no alternative place to go, the
authority denying any assistance or shelter. After that, few shifted to their relatives place, few had to
purchase houses at higher rates and the rest having nowhere to go, settled on the remains of their
houses.
Not to end here, as the monsoon was soon approaching, their conditions became worst as the area
is prone to floods due to a stream of the city’s river cutting across their area. And to add to the
adversities of the people, this demolition led to internal differences between the two groups (Hindu
and Muslims) with a heated argument. The reason being the Muslims questioning as to why only
their houses or shops were being measured while those of the Hindus in the same vicinity were left
untouched by the authorities. This then unnecessarily took a communal colour with both groups
getting into a quarrel. And hence, there was much tension created in the area putting even the police
on foot to get things under control.
At Olakh, we stood by the communities and joined hands with other organizations working closely on
this issue to negotiate with the authorities, stage the needs and demands of the people. As a result
of the collective efforts, a survey was carried out of all the households where when in the future if
any scheme from the Government is floated for housing, they would be given the first priority,
secondly also the needs of drinking water or electricity would be given out, without charging of the
initial payments.
Apart from October 2006 to March 2007 Olakh was engaged in organizing national workshops,
exhibition, film on collective initiative for justice, trainings of women change agents along with day to
day activities of resource and counseling centre. Also, as we have been asked to move from our
present rental premises by our landlord, the design for renovation of the new premises was
finalized and work started. In this regard following activities were carried out during the period
of April to September 2007 as per plan:
Resource Mobilization
This has been a very challenging period as we had to manage the functioning of the organization
without any financial support from our own savings, for 4 months from May to August 2007. It’s the
first time in 11 years of Olakh’s journey. It’s a difficult time as well as learning for all of us to pay
timely attention and priority for making plans and sending proposals.
Though here we would like to draw the attention towards the policy of the funders that also
comprises of a waiting period where the grant receivers are then put on hold and immediate
alternatives are not easy to seek.
A master proposal for programmes and activities for next three years has been prepared and
submitted to EED, World Day for Prayer, and Global Fund for Women. A small grant proposal was
submitted to United Way of Vadodara, a local agency. We planned to mobilize around Rs. 1.5 crores
for next 3 years programmes and activities and looking at the responses we are optimistic to
mobilize the same.
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For Olakh women’s resource centre (organizational space) we have submitted detailed proposal for
reconstruction to Japan Embassy. Their response is positive and they have asked us to submit the
architectural plan which we have done.
Quantitative Data bank and compilation of qualitative information
At Olakh we have compiled quantitative and qualitative information of programmes, constituents and
human resources. The aim was to get the overview of human resources who had been part in our
journey.
In initial years we were in the process of maintaining and developing record system hence the
quantitative information of constituents may be missed. Similarly we have collated qualitative
information by compiling case studies, feedbacks of various programmes and activities, news paper
clippings, photographs, training reports etc. Some of the glimpses are as follow:
As Sameena a placement student said, “My placement at Olakh has helped to recognize the
feminist within oneself, inspired by some of the members living feminism.”
A woman survivor in a story telling workshop said, “I am feeling light, trying to live ‘in this
moment’. After such a long time, I stayed in such a nice natural environment and that too
with all our women friends. Even when we are with our families, there are some restrictions
and inhibitions. We can’t say or do what we want, but here today, there are no inhibitions at
all. I feel a sense of complete freedom,”
Compilations
As a part of the qualitative data being synchronized, Olakh’s media coverage comprising of news
clippings was compiled. It depicts various events and special programmes covered by the local
media though now Olakh needs to start writing columns, articles in newsletters and news papers to
raise feminist consciousness.
Apart from this Olakh’s case study has been published in the book “People Building Peace –
Transforming Violent Conflict in South Asia” by EED also in a PISA (Peace in South Asia)
consultation document and also on certain websites. We too have the copy of Olakh coverage in
electronic media and which can be used in future when we make film or any other program on
Olakh. Lastly, all the Photographs have been categorized and organized in albums. It beautifully
gives an overview of different programmes and activities and portrays the journey of Olakh. We are
sure that these compilations would be useful for presentations and introduction about Olakh to
different individuals and groups.
Thus, as per our plan compilation of quantitative and qualitative information has been done and now
we shall be focusing on writing programmatic journeys.
Team Flow
In this phase we had planned and identified 10 members for future appointments. We dialogued with
a series of candidates, had pre placement talks with one of the reputed institute. However, we could
not identify suitable candidates for our work. As our new project starts from October 2007 we shall
begin new appointments at the same time.
Also, 3 of old members have withdrawn their regular services from Olakh as at this stage in their
lives they need rest and want to explore options other then work. Also, our accountant of the last 10
years was on leave for 3 months due to personal crises. Though he continued supporting for the
statutory requirements while other responsibilities were shared by the team.
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Website Designing
Olakh has initiated the process of designing the website with an artist, who as a student was part of
various programmes of Olakh .She is designing by taking intensive inputs from Olakh coordinator
and technical inputs from an expert in Delhi.
Action Based Research
As mentioned in the last report now, we are planning to shape the action based Research, “A Study
on Marginalized, Multi – religious Women’s Perceptions of Safety and Security –during and after
Gujarat Carnage 2002, Vadodara” the form of a book. Hence, in the analytical report based on data
we are combining qualitative information. By now the first draft of 4 chapters namely Introduction,
Review of Literature, Area and Respondent profile and Socio – Economic profile is done and
working on further 9 chapters. Two team members are working in close association with one of the
board members. It has created an opportunity for women to be an active partner in writing a book
and enhanced their skills along with new insights on the related issues and events.
Rural Intervention
During this period twice we visited the Dharampur (South Gujarat) area, met different organizations,
how they are looking at issues of development of Tribals and girls education. We had an intensive
planning meeting with a woman who is going to initiate and coordinate the programme in the area.
The criteria for village selection and the issues for area profiles have also been finalized.
Administration and Accounts
The accounts for the period of October 2006 to March 2007 have been finalized and same has been
reported to the donor agencies. The statutory audit for the year 2006 – 2007 has been completed
with final balance sheet. All the statutory requirements related to taxes, home ministry and charity
commissioner has been fulfilled.
Also, the income and expense flow of the last ten years was sorted out and bifurcated along with the
grants and donations records and the entire accounts were compiled. The budget for October 2007
to March 2010 was sent across to different partner organizations. A new accountant was appointed.
Financial Flow;
In last 14 years we received funds from 7 local agencies and 9 foreign donor agencies along with
number of individual donors. Over last 14 years expenditure is Rs. 3, 37, 37, 073. We have spent
62%- towards program and human resources, 16% towards administration, 17% towards building
and furniture and 5% towards equipments.
Stock taking is a continuous process, still scope for further analysis, linking programmes. Apart from
stock taking day to day work of accounts, administration, feminist seeding with visitors has been
done.
A board meeting was organized on 23rd June 2007. The major agenda was passing the audited
accounts. As we have been drafting policy for gender sensitive workplace, inputs were sought from
one of the board members. It’s quite a challenging work as we are envisioning building a holistic and
comprehensive policy, which ensures accountability, security as well as well being of the individuals
and the organization, systems which support core values of the organization and at the same time
provide flexibility and do not only become mere rules.
Study Circle and Team Meeting
In the last five months we discussed different books, success stories on women, issues identified in
help line calls, watched a film on declining sex ratio and made exposure visit to one of the
organization as a part of our study circle. This is a space for all of us to share, relax, enhance our
knowledge and establish dialogues on critical issues. Many of us wait for this day to explore new
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things. Every month on the last day, team members present their work review and next month’s plan
in the team meeting.
Capacity building of team members
At Olakh there is continuous and systematic investment on team members to enhance their
perspectives and skills;
1. Two members joined post graduate Diploma in Clinical and Community Psychology, a one year
university course.
2. A member is following 2nd year of Bachelors of Social Work.
3. A member joined a month long South Asian Feminist capacity building course organized by
SANGAT.
4. A member joined a five months specially designed course for Youth Facilitators.
Apart from this a training organized by Akshara, Mumbai on strategic use of games was attended by
two team member and 1 trainee during 17th to 20th April, 2007. Here, Olakh’s experience of
organizing Yuvati Mela was shared.
Visitors
As visitors at Olakh are regular phenomena, 28 people including students, professionals, NGO
activists and home makers visited Olakh for information. The major discussion was around
feminism, different activities and programmes of Olakh. Some of the feedbacks shared were;
Shameem Patel, H.R. Consultant visited on 24th April said, “It was an eye opener to know about
feminism in a complete different perspective as strength of women are badly understood and
misunderstood in society.”
Jignesh MSW student Ahmedabad shared on 23rd May 2007, “The unique feature of Olakh is
each and every member has in-depth understanding about issues affecting lives of women.
They work with lot of energy and cooperation. The aim of the organization is achieved in true
sense.”
Placement Students and Trainees
As placement students and trainees are an integral part of Olakh, 5 international trainees and 2 local
student volunteers were with us during this period. The exposure was given to them in different
areas and they provided support in compiling last year’s annual report, presentation of Olakh
activities, analysis of helpline calls, organizing resource centre and assistance in administrative
work. As one of the trainee said,”Professionally, I learnt how important it is to see the world
through a woman’s eyes. I liked the morning prayers and meditation. I also liked all the
activities of the Counseling Centre. Prayers give freshness and energy to start a new day.
Counseling/therapy is my core interest.”
Programmes and Activities
Since we are focusing on changing attitudes and mindset, trainings workshops is an integral part of
the organization. We focused in following areas;
• Training inputs to Other Organizations;
Sr. No.
1

Date
3rd April 2007

2

26th – 27th

Particulars
Organized by
A session on Gender Police
Dept.
Sensitization
Vadodara
April An orientation with the Olakh

No. of Participants
44
Police
personnel
30 women
7

2007

3
4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

Mahila Patch Work,
Ahmedabad
2nd –
4th May Gender
and
Body
2007
Literacy
5th May 2007
A session on sexual
harassment
at
workplace
24th May 2007
Training review with
reviewer of violence
mitigation and peace
building
project
of
Oxfam.
21st – 22nd April
Meeting
of
Support
group, Ranasan
21st July, 2007
Session on Feminist
Counselling at Sharda
Mahila Vikas Society,
Jhagadia
10th – 11th August Gender and Mental
2007
Health national review
workshop, Goa
25th August 2007
A
session
on
Importance of Women’s
collective
30th August 2007
A session on Violence
against women

Baroda
Citizen’s
Council, Vadodara
Labor
Court
Vadodara

38 Girls and 27
Mothers
24 Staff members
and judges

Oxfam, Gujarat

3 Members

Support
Gujarat
Sharda
Vikas
Jhagadia

Group, 35 individuals
Mahila 7 women
Society,

Bapu Trust, Pune

35 members

Sharda
Mahila 100 Women
Vikas
Society,
Jhagadia
Women’s Studies 21 Members
Research
Centre
Vadodara
Society, 25 parents
29th
September Meeting for Collective Friends
2007
efforts for rehabilitation Vadodara
of children with special
needs with focus on
sexual
and
social
behavior
21st
–
30th Legal literacy
Mahila Samakhya,
40 Women
September 2007
U.P.
functionaries
Total
429

and

1. A session on Gender Sensitization: This was conducted with 44 personnel from the police
staff from 11 police stations of Vadodara. The major thrust was on problems faced by women
victims when they approach police stations as well as support received by them. How can we
change our attitudes where women find the police approachable? Police personnel also shared
their experiences of manipulation by women in reporting the cases. Later members of women’s
collective visited two police stations and they were provided orientation about procedures.
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2. An orientation with the Mahila Patch Work: This was organized by Olakh to give an
introduction and orientation to the women of Mahila Patch Work, Ahmedabad focussing on the
functioning and activities that the women’s collective undertakes. The participants were much
inspired by the work that the collective (Olakh’s) women, who have been victims themselves, do
as a group. The entire notion of ‘women in the centre’
was new for them. Also, they were amazed to know
about the issue based feminist resource centre where the
resources are by women, for women and on women.
Lastly, the exercise on ‘name’ as an identity was much
liked.
3. Training on Gender and Body Literacy: Training on
Body literacy and Gender, organized by a local
organization called the Baroda Citizens Council (working
for development of slum people for the past 30 years) for
mothers and adolescent girls. As there is lot of silence and non acceptance in community for this
topic before giving the training to girls, mothers were oriented for this subject. One day training
programme was organized with mothers in which importance of girl child, girls education, their
growing age, issues which mother worry for the growing age of girls, why to find marriage as a
solution for getting out of worry, what type of life they want to give to the girl child, etc. were
discussed. This was followed by girls training where we covered personal introduction, likes and
dislikes, information on gender, body and reproductive rights, etc. Major discussion was around
experiences and difficulties during menstruation, issues related to mobility and decision making,
assertiveness and the right to say ‘No’, etc.
4. A session on Sexual Harassment at Workplace: A session was conducted with the judges
and staff of Labor Court, Vadodara. The Supreme Court guidelines on Sexual Harassment at
Workplace especially the duties of employer and rights of the survivors were explained. As a
result, later on one woman employee approached for counseling to Olakh.
5. A review session on trainings of Violence Mitigation and Peace Building: Olakh had
conducted series of trainings for perspective and capacity building of grass root women activists
of the partners of violence mitigation and peace building project of Oxfam in year 2005-2006.
Oxfam had organized the review of the same project and as a part of the same in the month of
May 2007 reviewer visited Olakh and had a dialogue on the same. The feedback she gave was
“Trainings conducted by Olakh were very intensive and of high caliber.”
6. Meeting of Support group: A group of around 35
individuals from the age group of above 40 to 70 years
met for two days in Ranasan for a support group
discussion. The focus of the meeting lay on creating a
forum for emotional and personal support to the
members, all of whom are leading development
activists and founders of organizations of different
fields. Also, the emphasis was put on sustaining the
value based work that all of them have been doing in
this new modern, materialistic era.
7. Session on Feminist Counselling: This was held as a part of the study tour that the Olakh
team had planned at SEWA Rural and SMVS groups. SMVS that works for women’s
empowerment in rural areas felt that need to know more about the aspect of counselling and
thus they requested Olakh team (involved in counselling) to share their experiences on the
same. The team talked about the type of women that come to its centre (survivors of violence
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and conflict). The manner in which they are taken care of by a feminist approach, the impact and
effects of the same. Also, one of the team members, a survivor herself, shared her experiences
of violence and her journey form victim to survivor to today’s change agent. Also, myths and
facts related to violence against women were discussed.
8. Gender and Mental Health national review workshop: This was a two day consultant meet
organized by Bapu Trust, an organization working on mental health. The focus of the meet was
to review on new themes and new innovative thinking or approaches in the field of Gender and
Mental Health.
9. A session on Importance of Women’s Collective: This was conducted at Sharda Mahila Vikas
Society Jhagadia where 100 women, the members of income generation programmes from 3
villages participated. The major discussion was around vulnerabilities of socially, economically
marginalized women against different power structures in the village, how to strengthen
collective along with income generation and live life with dignity and empowerment.
10. A session on Violence against women: This was conducted at the interdisciplinary course in
women’s studies organized by Women’s Studies Research Centre, Vadodara. Olakh team
presented about how we look at issues of violence against women, experiences of individual
counseling, women’s helpline, Collective Initiative for Justice, how women are addressing and
negotiating in issues of violence, their survival strategies, their role as change agents and how
the process of empowerment is facilitated.
11. Meeting for Collective efforts for rehabilitation of children with special needs with focus
on sexual and social behavior: This half day session was organized by Friends’ Society, an
organization working with youth, adolescents and children with special needs. The idea behind
the meeting was to discuss and sensitize the parents about the sexual and social behavior of
their children which many a times embarrasses them and put them in uneasy situations mostly in
front of others.
12. Legal Literacy: A 10 days course planned by Mahila Samakhya (Women’s Empowerment
programme by Department of Education) Uttar Pradesh. The course was designed for rural
women who have initiated women’s court to provide justice to women survivors of violence. The
major focus was to sharpen the perspective, update knowledge of legal procedures and enhance
ability to evolve strategies. One of Olakh’ members joined as a course co-ordinator, two
members of collective and one of the team member too joined the course for learning. The
training focussed on the scenario of today’s law system for granting and safeguarding the rights
of women, ensuring a violence free life through the same, the importance and ways of
strengthening the strategies of a (women’s) collective. Also the feminist perspective of justice
with the effectiveness of the law system with outreach to the most needy and violated women.
Shared a participant Ramrani, “Till date we were working but now knowledge has
increased, gained more clarity. With our heads held high we will work at the speed to an
express train! If we get such trainings at length along with financial support, we can work
even better than the mainstream courts”.
Apart from these, members from two organizations Centre for Development and Nisarg visited Olakh
to discuss their training needs and refer suitable material for trainings. This is one of the expertise of
Olakh and there is still more in demand.
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Perspective building training with women survivors:
To strengthen the group of members of collective by enhancing perspective and skills we organized
following trainings:
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4

Date
4th – 7th
April 2007
15th – 17th
May 2007
5th – 7th
June 2007
7th – 8th July
2007

Particulars
Importance of Women’s Collective

Resource Person
Shanti

Role of Women’s Collective in
Women’s Empowerment
Aim and Values of Women’s
Collective
Personal Safety

Jayshree, Rasmika
Runki
Shanti

25

Bela and Divya

17

Total

No. of women
35

30

107

The focus of all these trainings lay on the entire aspect of a collective. It was emphasized to know,
share and learn the importance of forming and being a part of a collective. It was discussed that how
and why we need to create a momentum at the grass root level, associate it with the larger women’s
movement to know, relate, be able to implement and make change from the macro levels to the
micro levels. Also, the notions or issues that we have been dealing with namely patriarchy, religion,
caste, class, etc. are really understood by the collective (Olakh’s collective women), how far are we
able to believe and also at the same time able to practice in our day to day lives. Further on, is it
been possible for the women to challenge it, break it or even address it to bring about a change. And
lastly, the selection of appropriate women (15) who would want to continue with this kind of a work
was done.
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Expressed Zaitun, “Earlier our lives were like
a caged bird who couldn’t dream of flying
free, but now with the understanding and
courage that we feel due to the trainings, we
believe that the
shackles of the
cage are broken
free. I also have
gained the valor of
questioning
my
brothers
at
home”.
Now I have acquired the aim and
vision to live my life in a
meaningful
manner,”
shared
Pushpa.
The training on personal safety was taken up to make them aware about the measures and
techniques that are useful for a woman for her safety and
security, under dire circumstances and hour of need. Also, it
would be then helpful for the collective women to dialogue
and intervene with other women for creating their boundaries
and safeguarding themselves.
We have not organized trainings in last two months due to
many festivals coming up at the same time, many people
(family and relatives of the women) had taken ill due to the
climatic changes and also we spent time in consolidating our
processes.
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Feminist Documentation and Resource Centre
During this period the major emphasis laid on the re – organizing and systematizing of the
documentation and resource centre. Looking at the need we made 10 new racks in the centre. Apart
from this the ongoing work of the centre was;
• Collection of material: A total of 85 new resources were added to the collection of the resource
centre that comprises of books, films and documentaries, posters and so on.
• Circulation and Dissemination of the material:
Through the use and reference of various resources of
the centre a total of 230 individuals were reached. In
addition, the resource centre had 27 visitors in this
phase ranging from students, activists and other
individuals from the society (Annexure 1).

• Publications and Packages: We had planned following publications and the status is as follows;
Sr. No.
1
a
b
c
d
e
2
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
3

Planned Publications
General
Book – ‘What is Patriarchy?’ in Gujarati
Process Documentation with Critical
Review in Gujarati
Policy for Gender Friendly Workplace
Publication List of Olakh
Film Synopsis
Leaflets
Male Responsibility to stop Violence
against Women
Myths and Facts regarding men and
women
8th March International Women’s Day
Women’s Movement
What is Feminism?
Presentation
Power point presentation of Olakh’s
journey

Present Status
Published
Finalizing translation
1st draft is completed
Finalized draft
1st draft is completed
Published
Finalized the draft for publication
Finalized draft
1st draft is completed
Finalized the draft for publication
Finalized draft
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Feminist Counseling and Intervention Center with Healing and Support
During reflection and recapping we realized that its time to concentrate, emphasize and shift our
focus more on the doorstep counseling – Collective Initiative for Justice at Doorstep – from individual
case work at the Olakh office. This because the counseling services would reach to the most
marginalized sectors (women in special) of our society, who have no access to such resources
otherwise. More over the Collective Initiative for Justice at doorstep shows that this strategy is a
unique one which has proved its effectiveness and has created spaces for women that make them
feel safe and secure. A space where they can seek justice without facing discrimination from the
surrounding power structures. This would then lead to the complete transfer and intervening of the
processes and functioning to the women survivors and change agents.
Now at centre level (Olakh office) individual counselling is
being carried out, especially on mental, emotional health
issues, whereas at door step issues of women
approaching the collective are heard and then intervention
is done by the collective women wherever immediate
support is needed .The processes are participatory and
thus create an opportunity for women to be empowered
from victims to survivors to change agents and also
increase their self confidence by recognizing their dignity
and asserting skills to negotiate with different power
structures. A team of three counselors with constant
support in addressing mental emotional health issues handle individual counseling and telephone
helpline. This is an effort and step towards reducing the differences and barriers of class and caste
and join hands together under one identity – women!
Today;
At present the collective continues to function from the open space under the tree, but in future the
women want to start their processes sitting at government premises where police personnel and
government officials are present. This could lead to having better impact on all involved and closer
networking with the law enforcers and other bodies. Also, it is for the better of our society, especially
its women who strive to have a violence free city, safe for all citizens. Thus, the collective emerging
as a strong alternative justice system is further build on.
Since this forum is functioning at community level and
comprises of women who represent different backgrounds
and groups they are mostly directly or indirectly connected to
the contextual realities happening in their localities.
As shared earlier, the Government’s demolition drive affected
the slum dwellers of the city in a big way. The women of the
collective also stood by with the people to address their
needs and expressed its concern over the conflict that arose
from the incidence. They along with other activists of the city
working on those issues visited the areas and showed their
solidarity to the people. Also an attempt was made for conflict
resolution by having dialogues with the Muslim and other influential leaders of the area.
Apart from the other issues and problems of violence and injustice faced by women approaching for
counselling, both at doorstep and counselling centre, this phase also saw conflicts and issues
arising out of inter caste and inter religious marriages and the trafficking of young girls into sex work.
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Raman (name changed) is a poor boy of 23 years working in a
photo studio from Maretha village. His identity is though not
just divided only into these. To add to his economically low
status is the fact that his mother is a Dalit which plays a
significant role in his life.
His only ‘crime’ then became the act of falling in love with a
so called upper caste girl from an urban area, eloping with her
and going for a registered marriage. This was enough to
enrage the entire community, especially from the girl’s side.
Her parent’s filed a police compliant against him stating that
he had forced their daughter into marriage.
Thus, began the ‘power game’ where the so called upper
caste with the help of police started torturing his parents,
threatening them, forcing them and claiming that they knew of
his whereabouts. As the family was known to the Olakh and
its women’s collective, the police and girl’s family also tried
pressurizing these women to disclose the couple’s hiding
place. Finally, after much threat, pressures and tongue
lashing, the girl’s family with the help of the police brought
the couple back to the city in the police station, beat up
Raman, threatened to kill his parents and forced him to sign
the divorce papers. Likewise, the girl was humiliated,
pressured to leave him and sign for divorce. Within hours the
couple was separated, girl’s custody given to her family.
Despite being adults and being legally married, they couldn’t
do a thing. Also, this led the entire collective and Olakh team
in a dilemma and a helpless state.

As far as the marriages are
concerned it was the issue
of two couples, both mature
adults who had decided
with the decision. The
injustice was meted out of
them from the side of the
female that pressurized
them to do apart. Both the
girls were taken away by
enforcing
emotional
pressure and threat to their
husbands. It is also peculiar
to notice that in both cases
the police took side of the
influential and powerful
families (girl’s side) and
built up anxiety on the boys
and their families.
As far as the collective of
women is concerned, it
supported the boy in the
inter
caste
marriage
situation as they had
approached the collective.

Moreover, he belongs to a
community where we have
been working very closely
and so the entire background is well known to us. In his case, an application to highest police
officials was made yet no response was there. Similarly in the other case of inter religious marriage,
the Nikahnama (Muslim marriage certificate) was challenged by the police on no legal grounds. The
girl was forcibly sent back whereas the boy was detained for a day. Here, the collective was not
directly involved but there were other concerned citizens were there to support the couple and it was
brought to Olakh’s notice by them.
In both the situations, the boys belonged to marginalized and minority caste and religion. Also, their
economic conditions were low than their female counterparts making their situation further weak.
Even the parents of both the boys were equally pressurized. Both the situations made us helpless at
one point at the hands of the power games played in the names of religion, caste, economy and the
over powering patriarchy. Being an organization working and striving for equality and justice for all,
we stood by them, provided them with continuous emotional support but could not ensure their
safety and justice. This also led to lots of discussion and debate at the organizational level with
regards to the social and legal strategies that need to be created for seeking justice. The dilemma
that only the influential and powerful people, with money are supported, socially and even by law,
still hang in the mind.
On other hand is the situation of two young women, one with 6 year old daughter from Maharashtra
who managed to escape from the clutches of hands that were ready to sell her off and the other who
had left her home due to patriarchal controls, reached Olakh together. They were in a complete state
of helplessness, with no where to go and no one to seek help from. After putting them at ease,
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listening to their woes, temporary shelter, and food was arranged for them in our own premises.
Also, the young daughter’s school was arranged from a boarding. Thus, an alternative family and
social support was created. Also, for the future, systemic counselling and building of livelihood skills
to build their life with dignity have been planned.
Expressing their heartfelt
are thankful to you for all
for this place and people, we
where we came from. We
humans, without being
way to live with dignity
is saved and this is the most
have”.

gratitude they said, “We
that we have gained. If not
would have gone back to
have been treated like
labeled, showing us the
again. Even the young one
precious gift she can ever

Apart from the over all status of the counseling services for this phase has been;
•
•
•
•
•

Total No. of counselees addressed: 99
Total No. of New counselees: 54
Total No. of Follow up cases: 45
Number of interventions made by visiting police, court, opponent parties: 30
Services like temporary shelter, medical and other support provided to: 11 women survivors

Further, over all the other issues that were addressed are domestic violence that includes physical
emotional, mental harassment at parental and matrimonial home, restriction on mobility, denial of
food, mobility and right to matrimonial homes, helplessness, depression and suicidal ideas, forced
sex as well as unnatural, crude demands of sex by men within marriage, violence on women for
giving birth to girl child and so on.
To share with, the collective also came across few very crude forms of sexual violence faced by the
women survivors who had come up for counselling. Like putting of raw tobacco in the vagina so that
the woman feels numb, gets aroused and feels pleasure for a longer time. Another was the force to
have anal sex and if she denied she was beaten up brutally. And one was a situation where the
woman had to keep herself naked for hours as the husband would demand sex at any hour of the
day. If she denied, she was accused of being uncooperative, not being able to fulfill her ‘duty’ and
thus asked for divorce. When all this came to the collective’s knowledge, they strongly felt and
expressed that we women need to be more empowered with regards to respecting our sexuality and
guarding our bodies with the rights over them. They also felt that collectively advocacy for this issue
needs to be taken up to bring about law enforcement for the same in favor of women.
At the centre, we came across 4 women, in their early 40s
suffering from schizophrenia and manic depression. They all
belong to middle class, well settled families. Their situations
are such that they need to be dealt with utmost care and
more sensitivity. We have not been able to get any
breakthrough in their issues as their behavioral patterns are
complex. They keep moving and coming back to where they
had initially started off from.
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Like one is the story of Deepa (name changed), principal of her own school. She has one
grown up daughter and her life was going on quite normally when, suddenly she took to
depression on knowing that her husband (a professor) is having an affair with his student.
She has taken a set back since then. She also landed up with hiring detectives to spy on him.
And the day he finally agreed and submitted, she couldn’t take it anymore as she is
constantly thinking of what the society would say about all this and it is very hard for her to
accept and come to terms with the fact that such a thing could happen to her. So then she
also took to self harm.
Amenities: During this
community had their ration
collector’s
office,
legal aspects and the
the same.

phase, 50 women from the
card prepared. They went to the
understood the procedures, the
documents that went along with for

Collective women’s scenario: In all 18 women worked together to sustain the processes of the
collective at the doorstep with constant inputs from the team at the centre. Today, these women
have gradually gained confidence, skills and knowledge in negotiating with different people and
situations and at the same time also incorporated it in their own lives .Their struggle to be a part of
collective is immeasurable. As Pushpa proudly expresses,
“Now my brothers feel very insecure and threatened because my mobility has increased. I
have learnt to question them about the day to day inequalities, my space and rights with in
the family. I dream to become a barefoot lawyer and not to re – marry as per their desire. This
angers them because it is hard for them to accept that I take my life’s decisions and do not
follow any stereotypes. Though they find different ways to stop me from going to the
collective, but I am strongly determined to do what I feel and want”.
Also, through the collective process networking with local police has been strengthened and they are
in constant touch with the collective in all issues that come up from our communities and even
elsewhere, where the collective is involved. For e.g. the issue of a Muslim girl who was not going to
her after parents family due to some rift with the in – laws, was sent back taking her consent with the
help of the collective and police. Even the fight between the two families was sorted out. Another
was the issue where with the support of other organization and dialogue with in laws the Stree Dhan
of a woman was gained from outside state along with acquiring financial aid for her.
Also, it is significant to notice that even few of the counselees have opened up with the collective
women, have built great trust in them as they strongly feel that the women in the collective believe in
them and would stand up for what is right as they (collective women) can also feel the same pain as
the counselees. Like, Dhara’s (name changed) parents who share with much relief,
“She has got back her lost smile because of you, now she seems to be more courageous and
most importantly is out of self guilt because of the faith that the women have showed in her”.
On other side the sensitivity towards issues affecting lives of women and their struggle has not just
remained with the women of the collective, they have also extended the same in their families as
well. For e.g. when one of the male members of collective women’s family came across a women
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survivor, he rendered immediate support to her and then brought the women to the collective for
further intervention.
Though there are dilemmas that the group faces while dealing with different issues. Firstly, it was
the issue of develop the systems for the collective and its constitution, developing principles and
operational values that would be mandatory for all members for a smooth and healthy functioning of
the processes. Also, developing strategies for creating mass movements on spreading the
importance on areas like female education, female feticides, dowry, domestic violence and so on is
another challenge for them. Apart from addressing issues of isolation among the counselees and
the question of their ‘normative’ sexuality are of grave concern.
The collective is puzzled and feels betrayed at times when women survivors who had faced brutal
forms of physical and sexual violence want to go back to their perpetrators as they have no other
alternatives or supports for them and many a times it is for their children’s good.
But the struggles go on and thus the routine processes of the counselling continue and now we
would like to focus more on identifying women from other pockets to build them as barefoot lawyers
and counselors.
Telephone Helpline;
The toll – free telephone Helpline is a space where callers can express their anxieties and share
their dilemmas and worries. The callers (also the face to face counselees) make use of the Helpline
to inform Olakh of the progress of their cases.
The issues that were handled over the helpline during this phase were harassment by husband, in
laws and neighbors, sex related information like when to have sex, the safe period, the precautions
to be taken, the medicines available in market if one conceives, symptoms of HIV, type of
counseling that we undertake at Olakh or just to talk about daily life to reduce one’s isolation and so
on.
During this phase there were: 36 new calls and 100 follow up calls (Annexure – 2)
The concern for this service also lay on reaching out to more women in crises and the survivors in a
timely fashion and also to appoint a trained counselor for the same.
Celebration of Creative Expression Day;
This has slowly become as one of the much awaited day for all the collective women and the women
survivors. The objective is to be connected with the group of survivors and Olakh and to draw
collective energy through creative processes. Though during this period the participation was quite
low as due to vacation period of the children, marriages in native homes. Also, there is a need to
promote participation of counselees, especially from the middle class background and collective
women in organizing the program. But, still the sprit remains and so the days were organized all
those who were present for 3 months.
May 07’: The focus of the month was to build awareness regarding healthy body and maintaining it,
so a session on yoga and naturopathy food options with diet patterns was held. It was much
approved by the women as they realized that everything was under their control only attitudes and
habit need to be built. During this even adolescent girls participated from the collective. All those
who were motivated enough after the session decided to continue with it in their community hall.
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As stated by Sita (a
young girl), “It gives so
much energy and
freshness that I can
concentrate
much
better in my studies”.
Even Rukmani (women from
collective) said, “By doing yoga
my pain in back has relieved.
Also, my systems feel fresh
from within. I will surely adopt
a few techniques for my daily
routine”.
June 07’: During this month it was the part of the collective training which was to boost the collective
strength and build the collective initiative for justice and its ownership of the activity. So what type of
leader is required and what should be the selection criteria to do selection. Therefore, if the
collective meets, they need to build an identity in the communities. Also, hidden skills of the women
like singing, preparing own songs, writing them, preparing plays and dramas need to be culled out
and nurtured.
September 07’:
In this month a different exposure and sharing, way of expression was planned and carried out. A
film screening was organized. The name of the film was ‘Chak de’ a mainstream Indian film based
on women’s hockey tem that focuses on gender equality, on areas of collective strength like
mobilizing into groups for bringing about a change, looking at the circumstances. After the film the
women expressed that even their team of collective women with a firm aim taking a correct path can
bring a revolution in the women’s lives. Shared one of them,
“We too can build a team like this at the city level and then make it our aim to have a name
and outreach to all women in need”.
Sr. No.
1.

Date
8th May’07

2.

8th June’07

3.

8th September 2007

Particulars
Yoga and Naturopathy

Venue
No. of participants
Olakh training
25
centre
Song and Street play
Olakh training
25
centre
Film Screening – “Chak Cinema Hall
80
de “
Total
130

The outcome that was experienced from these celebrations is that creative expressions like
developing songs on bases of life experiences have increased. Like Zaitun, one of the collective
women prepared a song that say, “Itani shakti hamein dena behna” meaning ‘give us strength my
dear sister’. Other group prepared play on the role of their collective in the life of a woman and the
stages of life where the collective supports her to be empowered.
Likewise, the women also celebrated the festival of Raksha Bandhan – a ceremony where in the
stereotypical custom the sisters tie a band (called ‘rakhi’) of protection on their brother’s wrists,
symbolizing them to their protectors. But with the experiences that we women have seen, shared it
was strongly felt that why men are only taken to be the protectors as they are the perpetrators in
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most situations of violence and injustice faced by women. Also, through the eyes of the collective
women, the other fellow women have been their friends, saviors and even protectors in times of
crises and need. Thus, it was decided to celebrate this day with each other, tying rakhi as a symbol
of sisterhood, friendship and as an alternative to the followed system.

Let us bind ourselves in a common identity
of women and share our sorrows, our joys…

Also, the support systems are now gradually increasing within these women. For e.g. one woman
Nita took care of Zaitun’s son when she went out for training and like Sunita (from the community)
and Kalpana (a middle class women) taking care of each other and being there in times of need.
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CHALLENGES:
During this period the major challenges faced were:
1. Unavailability of funds to meet with even day to day expenses.
2. Multiple tasks to present members due to lack of human resources.
3. Commitment and ideological clarity in the team but face limitation in professional planning and
output.
4. Difficulty in getting human resources as lack of will to work for social sector that too with feminist
ideology.
5. Inability to plan strategic interventions in addressing complex issues emerged due to outside
patriarchal forces.
FUTURE PLAN:
• Appointment of new team members.
• Publications of Process documentation with critical review in Gujarati, Policy for gender friendly
workplace with administrative manual, Leaflets on – International Women’s Day, Women’s
Movement, What is Feminism?, Myths and Facts on Violence against Women.
• Classification of Resource Centre material.
• Journey of Resource and Counseling Centre.
• Developing systematic and analytical documentation system for telephone helpline and face to
face counseling.
• Identification of Samajshilpis as barefoot lawyers and counselors and planning their trainings.
• Systematic training inputs to other organizations.
• Repairing and renovation of Olakh Women’s Resource Centre and shifting the office from rental
place.
CONCLUSION:
At team level we made an effort to take stock of our inputs and outputs in an informal way. There
was a debate about how to collectively expand ourselves as team, overcome our common
limitations, and strengthen complementarities. As a team this has been a very fragile phase for us
(emotionally and financially), how we care, nurture and shoulder each other is a big challenge.
It looks like a turning point for the organization where we intend to restructure and give it a shape
with a visible production. Now the stock taking and organizing work of each department is almost
complete and we shall be focusing on writing journeys of each program and planning for extensive
outreach. As trainings are highly in demand from other organizations and this is also one of the
strength of the Olakh we will be focusing on the same and at the same time expand our constituency
of change agents.
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Annexure 1: Circulation and Dissemination of Resources:
Months
No. of Users Forms of resources
April, 2007
10
Books
Films
Posters
Magazines
May, 2007
3
Books
Posters
Reports
Issue based articles
June, 2007
4
Books
Posters
Magazines
July, 2007
4
Books
Magazines
August, 2007
3
Books
September, 2007
3
Books
Magazines
Diary
Total
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No. of resources
19
3
30
2
10
7
2
3
16
9
9
25
3
3
7
9
3

-

160

Annexure 2: The status of Helpline Calls is as follows;
Number of Calls per Category
Months
April 07

Followup calls
12

New
calls
7

Blank
calls
20

Wrong
Nos.
-

Administrative
calls
2

Total
calls
41

May 07

15

3

3

-

1

22

June 07

05

2

3

-

2

12

July 07

18

4

10

5

1

38

August 07

28

10

16

8

-

62

September 07
Total

22
100

10
36

18
73

12
25

15
21

77
252
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